Track forage from field to bunk. Precisely.

Forage Tracker™
Easy | Accurate | Documentation
Precision automated management system specifically designed for forage harvest.

Model GT 460
Forage Tracker works with the multi-purpose GT 460 providing superior capabilities to track your harvest from 1st cutting haylage through late-season corn.

Time-Saving Benefits
- Calculate tons/acre using weight data
- Electronic records eliminate guesswork
- Save time by weighing in the field vs hauling to a platform scale
- Helps you make informed decisions to manage forage harvest for best performance and profitability
- Enhance custom harvest statements
- Know how much feed is in the bunk

Unique Digi-Star Features
- Document each and every load
- Calibrate forage harvester yield monitors
- ID button allows for record customization, including multiple forage harvesters

AutoLog2™ convenient Automatic Start/Stop Function (patent pending)
Record customization option

Keyboard for easily editing or changing field information
Track weight by field
Unique data transfer to a USB

For more information about Forage Tracker™ visit digi-star.com or call 1-800-225-7695
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